
MENTORSHIP EXPERT POSITION DESCRIPTION 

 

Mentorship Expert Mission: 
To further cultivate, educate, and grow mentorship on a global level by showcasing the core benefits of the Mentorship program as an 
integral part of EO membership.  To create and support developmental relationships between chapters and local mentorship programs. To 
support local mentorship chairs along their journey as through communication, assistance, and encouragement. 

 

 

Qualifications: 
 Has an unwavering passion to impact mentorship in their chapter, region, EO and themselves  

 Is a subject matter expert in an aligned with mentorship goals 

 Served as a chair at the local chapter level  

 Seeks to engage and grow mentorship further across EO 

 Is aligned with EO’s purpose, ambition and core values 

 Will actively contribute to the region’s and chapters’ mentorship program successes 

 

 

Expectations and Responsibilities: 
 Support each local mentorship chapter chair according to respective needs by: 

a. Connecting One on One with Mentorship Chairs 

b. Hosting once a month mentorship chair check in calls to discuss progress with local programs and any issues 

c. Assist with providing resources or experience for mentorship chairs that have challenges or roadblocks in their program 

d. Provide best practices to local mentorship chairs when needed 

e. Be familiar with Samepage and where resources for the program live 

f. Be able to point mentorship chairs to where resources live on Samepage 

g. Hold local mentorship chairs accountable for getting their local program to progress and be successful 

 Attend training for the Mentorship Expert Role 

 Grow Mentorship within in the region by getting chapters without a mentorship program energized to start a local mentorship 
program  

 Regularly share information with EO Mentorship Staff regarding the status of the respective regions local mentorship programs  

 Support director (s) on the regional council as needed 
 

 

 

 
Term and time commitment: 

 The term for a Mentorship Expert is one fiscal year. 

a. Mentorship Experts will have the opportunity to apply for a second year if they so choose 

 Direct communication led by the mentorship with local mentorship chairs via a monthly mandatory mentorship chair check in calls 

 Individual communication with local mentorship chairs as requested by staff or regional council 

 Chapter, global and regional event (in-person or virtual) as needed 

 

 

Training and Support: 
Mentorship experts will receive their training alongside incoming new mentorship chairs each fiscal year. Additionally, there will be a separate 
Samepage section with extra resources and the training laid out to be references at any point if needed. 


